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Influence of composer Richard Wagner on King Ludwig 

KING LUDWIG AND WAGNER 

Why was Ludwig so obsessed by Wagner and his works? When Wagner was forced out of Bavaria by 

the politicians, Ludwig even contemplated abdicating so that he could join his friend in Switzerland. 

Wagner wisely convinced Ludwig to stay on the throne -Ludwig was of no use to him ifhe were not in 

power. Perhaps it was because Wagner brought to life the great German legends that Ludwig loved so 

much. Ever since the early days at Hohenschwangau, Ludwig had been obsessed with the ancient 

legends from medieval Germany. Wagner's works made Lohengrin, Tannhauser, the Norse gods, the 

noble Tristan and lastly the Grail-knight, Parsifal, real. 

At Neuschwanstein, Wagner is everywhere. At Linderhofhe surfaces in the grotto. When Ludwig's 

possessions were sorted out after his death, a Lohengrin costume was discovered in a trunk. Servants 

had spoken to the commission investigating his sanity about his dressing up as Lohengrin in the middle 

of the night. 

When Ludwig received the news that Wagner had died in Venice on February 13, 1883, he cried out 

"Let me be alone", and according to legend, stamped his foot so heavily with grief that a floorboard 

broke. When he read of the entire world's grief, Ludwig commented, "It was J who was the first to 

recognise the artist whom the whole world mourns; and it was I who saved him for the world." 

Wagner 

Crown Prince Ludwig was already fascinated by the music 

dramas and writings of Richard Wagner. He wanted to bring the 

composer to Munich as soon as he became king, and realize his 

dream of an opera festival. In 1864 he summoned Wagner to 

him and thus rescued him from a serious financial crisis. 

" ... Today I was brought to him He is unfortl.mately 

so beautiful and wise, soulful and lordly, that I fear 

his life must fade away like a divine dream in this 

base world .. . You cannot imagine the magic of his 
regard: if he remains alive it will be a great 

miracle!" wrote the composer after his first 
meeting. 

In the following years, Munich 
became the music capital of 
Europe with the premieres of " 
"Tristan und Isolde" {1865), 
"Die Meistersinger von 
NOmberg" (1868). "Das 
Rheingold" (1869) and "Die 
WalkOre" (1870). Ludwig II 
thus continued the patronage 

tradition of the House of 
Wttelsbach in grand style. 

Wagner was however forced 
to leave Munich by the end of 
1865 because of conflict with 
the government. Later Ludwig 
II also protested against the 
anti-Semitic sentiments 
expressed by his friend. He 
nevertheless continued with 
his lavish support for Wagner's 
work. The monumental festival 
theatre planned for Munich 
was built in a vastly simplified 
form in Bayreuth and 
inaugurated in 1876 with the Portrait photograph ot Richard 

cycle "Der Ring des Wagner. F. Hantstaengl. 

Nibelungen". In 1882 "Parsifal" 
w & premiered here. Without Ludwig ti's commitment, there 
would never have been a Bayreuth Festival. 


